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Welcome to Dealmakers: Mid-market
M&A in Australia 2021, produced in
collaboration with Mergermarket,
an Acuris company. Pitcher Partners
has commissioned Mergermarket
to again canvass the opinions of
60 M&A dealmakers in Australia
regarding their expectations for the
year. Interviews were carried out
from October to November 2020.
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Confidence in
Australia remains
strong
NEGATIVE

However, it would be too optimistic to assume that M&A
activity will be restored to pre-COVID-19 levels overnight.
While the promise of COVID-19 vaccines offers hope
that the end of the pandemic is in sight, considerable
uncertainty remains, although relative to the rest of the
world Australia appears to be more open for M&A business.
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Spotlight on
sectors

Deal completion
challenges

The mid-market segment (deals valued between AU$10m
and AU$250m) is expected to enjoy a particularly strong
uplift in M&A. Two-thirds of respondents say Australia’s
mid-market offers better opportunities for dealmaking than
what is available in other countries, and more than half
expect to undertake at least one mid-market transaction
over the next 12 months.

Mid-market deal
drivers

Respondents give Australia
an 81% confidence score
when asked to rate the
current environment for
M&A in the country, based
on factors such as ease of
doing deals and sourcing
opportunities.

Buyer and seller
alignment

Nevertheless, the evidence of this research is that
dealmakers in Australia are beginning to think about putting
the COVID-19 pandemic behind them, with the mid-market
leading the way. Such optimism must be tempered by
caution, but the country’s impressive management of the
crisis has left it in a strong position to bounce back.

81%

CONFIDENCE SCORE

Indeed, Australia looks set to bounce back from the
pandemic more quickly than other Asia-Pacific markets,
with respondents praising the country’s response to
the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, the majority of
respondents now anticipate increasing their investment
and M&A activity during 2021. Despite the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic, respondents give Australia an
81% confidence score when asked to score the current
environment for M&A in the country, based on factors such
as ease of doing deals, sourcing opportunities and greater
confidence in the economy given the relatively mild impact
of the pandemic compared to other countries.

Much, however, will depend on the ability of buyers and
sellers to agree on pricing. This research suggests the
valuation gap remains one of the most significant obstacles
to dealmaking in the Australian M&A market. Competition
for targets is now expected to reduce given buyers are
more conscious of the ongoing risk, and thus sellers will
need to manage their expectations. Indeed, almost nine
in 10 respondents expect to attach a risk premium to their
deals – in some cases, that premium will be considerable. In
contrast, rising public stock valuations may prompt sellers
to seek out higher prices.

About Pitcher
Partners

Merger and acquisition (M&A) activity in Australia slowed
sharply during 2020, an inevitable consequence of the
COVID-19 pandemic. However, by the fourth quarter of the
year, appetite for dealmaking started to recover – and this
research suggests that this recovery will strengthen over
the course of 2021 and beyond.

POSITIVE

After a tough year for Australian M&A amid the COVID-19 pandemic, there is cautious
optimism about the outlook for the year ahead, particularly in the mid-market.

Trends and
survey highlights
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TMT is seen as the top opportunity
sector, followed by consumer and
pharma, medical and biotech

78%

say private equity deploying capital
is predicted to be the main deal driver
in the mid-market in 2021
2

say Australian M&A will bounce back to
pre-COVID-19 levels by the end of 2021

58%

say they are planning to make
an acquisition into the Australian
mid-market in the year ahead,
an increase from the 42% who said
the same in June 2020

Trends and
survey highlights
Confidence in
Australia remains
strong
Mid-market deal
drivers

61%

Buyer and seller
alignment

say Australia’s mid-market M&A
opportunities are superior to those
in other markets

Valuation gaps between buyers
and sellers will be the top challenge
facing mid-market dealmakers in
2021, alongside access to capital
and financing

Change in 2020 deal value
(AU$14.6bn) for mid-market M&A in
Australia since 2019 (AU$17.7bn)

Deal completion
challenges

65%

Change in 2020 deal volume
(246) for mid-market M&A in
Australia since 2019 (302)

-17%

Spotlight on
sectors

of dealmakers say Australia’s
economic recovery will be quicker
and stronger than other markets
in the Asia-Pacific region

-19%

About Pitcher
Partners

75%
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Confidence
in Australia
remains strong

Respondents also widely regard the country as offering
better deal opportunities than other markets, both overall
(53%) and, particularly, at the mid-market level (65%)
(figure 3). Looking across the whole market, 86% of
respondents believe Australia offers deals that are better than,
or at least as good as, opportunities available elsewhere.

Confidence in
Australia remains
strong

Emerging Southeast Asia (excluding Singapore)

80%

56%
Singapore

90%
13%

Japan

33%
13%

Hong Kong

50%

11%
Korea

62%
16%

India

25%
13%

1

World Economic Outlook, IMF, October 2020. [https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/WEO/Issues/2020/09/30/world-economic-outlookoctober-2020]
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For these reasons and many others, on average,
respondents give Australia a rating of 8.1 out of 10
(81% confidence score) when asked to evaluate the current
environment for M&A in the country, based on factors such
as ease of doing deals and sourcing opportunities. This
sentiment looks set to translate into significantly increased
deal activity in the coming months.

62%
16%

Buyer and seller
alignment

Such forecasts reflect Australia’s robust economic
performance over a number of years (which respondents
in previous iterations of this report have consistently
recognised) as well as its resilience during the pandemic.
“We want to invest in destinations that offer a stable
economy,” says one respondent. “And the prospects
of a faster recovery adds to [Australia’s] appeal as we
assess whether we can implement our plans successfully.”

“The mild economic impact of the pandemic is important,”
says one respondent. “We can go ahead with investment
decisions much more confidently.”

China

Quickest economic recovery

Deal completion
challenges

Amongst dealmakers surveyed, 84% plan to conduct M&A in
Australia in 2021, more than any other market in the
Asia-Pacific region (figure 1). Three-quarters of respondents
tip Australia to make one of the quickest economic recoveries
in the region, a view shared by the International Monetary
Fund. It expects Australia’s economy to have shrunk by
4.2% during 2020, a smaller decline than other advanced
economies in the region, and to rebound 3% in 2021.1

Additionally, Australia’s widely-praised handling of the
pandemic – a combination of tough lockdowns and a
well-organised test and trace strategy, as well as economic
support for businesses and individuals – has boosted
its appeal as an investment destination. As such, 63% of
respondents believe the country’s management of the
pandemic has made it more attractive to investors and will
contribute to a greater uplift in M&A (figure 2).

Spotlight on
sectors

As the COVID-19 pandemic wreaked havoc on markets
around the world, Australian M&A took an expected hit in
2020, particularly during the first six months of the year and
in line with global trends. Yet, whilst overall deal activity has
declined, there is now widespread confidence that M&A will
bounce back strongly over the next 12 months.

84%

Trends and
survey highlights

75%

While M&A in Australia has inevitably slowed during 2020, due primarily to the negative
impacts of COVID-19, dealmakers expect a significant improvement in 2021.

Mid-market deal
drivers

Australia

Planned M&A within next 12 months

About Pitcher
Partners

Confidence in Australia
remains strong

Figure 1: Which of the following geographies
within Asia-Pacific will see the quickest economic
recovery from the COVID-19 health crisis? Where
will you be looking for M&A opportunities within
the next 12 months?

Contents

Figure 3: Generally, do you feel Australia offers
better or worse M&A opportunities compared to
other markets?

Overall M&A opportunities
53%

13%

33%

Mid-market opportunities
65%

Worse

5%

No difference

5

30%

Buyer and seller
alignment

63%
Yes

Deal completion
challenges

32%
No

Spotlight on
sectors

RESPONDENT

Mid-market deal
drivers

Confidence in
Australia remains
strong

5%
Unsure

Better

Executive
summary
Trends and
survey highlights

Figure 2: Has Australia’s COVID-19 response and
relatively mild economic impact from the pandemic
increased its appeal as an investment destination
compared to alternative markets?

About Pitcher
Partners

“We want to invest in destinations
that offer a stable economy, and
the prospects of a faster recovery
add to [Australia’s] appeal as
we assess whether we can
implement our plans successfully.”

Political and regulatory stability
Australia’s stable political and regulatory climate
ranks as the country’s most significant in terms
of M&A. Large numbers of respondents also
praise Australia’s transparent and well-understood legal
system. These fundamental attributes will continue to
drive a competitive advantage in a world where volatility
and unpredictability are prevalent. With economic and
geopolitical tensions continuing, many investors are looking
for safe-haven territories.

Low risk
The ease of doing business in Australia makes
the country relatively low-risk for dealmaking,
particularly in relation to other markets in AsiaPacific. This is quite important in the current environment,
where investors remain bruised by the volatility of the past
year; risk-averse dealmakers are especially likely to focus
on less daunting markets such as Australia.

Optimism needs to be somewhat
tempered due to how quickly things
can change. M&A is driven by
confidence and if COVID-19 remains
under control and we see stability on
capital markets, then signs are good
for a strong year ahead.”
PITCHER PARTNERS
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Confidence in
Australia remains
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The strong support for Australia reflects the broad-based
strengths that have attracted investment over an extended
period. Respondents highlight several of these key features
which have long been the stalwart of Australia’s primary
advantages, stable but strongly reinforced throughout the
COVID-19 pandemic:

Australia offers attractive opportunities to
source good deals at competitive prices.
Some 28% of respondents pick this out as an
important attraction in the current environment. Allied
to this point, 31% of respondents see valuations as
attractive. In particular, “deal sourcing opportunities in
the mid-market segment are higher in comparison to other
regions in the Asia-Pacific region,” says one respondent.
“These targets have shown strong performance, even in
the past few months.”

Mid-market deal
drivers

Australia’s advantages

Deal sourcing opportunities

Buyer and seller
alignment

Such a response underlines how quickly confidence in
Australia’s mid-market has bounced back since the early
months of 2020. “The Australian mid-market is flourishing,”
says one respondent. “We are already sourcing targets to
improve our technology capabilities.”

“We see four key drivers leading M&A
in 2021: (1) a likely return to normal
deal levels driven by succession and
other related factors; (2) deals put
on hold due to COVID-19 will now
move forward; (3) an acceleration in
capital markets prompting owners
to potentially test the waters; and (4)
potential increasing distressed M&A as
Government stimulus pacakges end
and winding up laws are tightened.

Deal completion
challenges

Many of these respondents have already sought to capitalise
on such opportunities: the majority have completed at least
one or two such deals over the past 24 months.
Now the pace of dealmaking is set to accelerate, with 58%
of respondents planning to undertake still further
transactions in 2021 (figure 4).

Australian businesses continue to invest in
innovation and R&D, with new technologies
driving disruption and value creation across
a spread of industries. For dealmakers, Australian
businesses often represent an opportunity to acquire
significant intellectual property assets, as well as to
access the country’s dynamic workforce. Mid-market
companies are particularly attractive in this regard.
“New and advanced technology standards have been
very high,” says one respondent.

Spotlight on
sectors

Australia’s mid-market (deals valued between AU$10m and
AU$250m) stands out as an area regarded as particularly
fruitful by dealmakers. As figure 3 shows, enthusiasm for the
quality of mid-market opportunities in Australia compared to
other locations is even higher than for the rest of the market.

New and advanced technology

About Pitcher
Partners

The mid-market opportunity

Yes

No

30%
Unsure

RESPONDENT

Figure 5: What makes Australia an attractive market for M&A?

70%

Political/Regulatory stability
53%

Legal certainty

60%

New/Advanced technology
32%

Valuations/Returns

70%

Buyer and seller
alignment

Favourable tax regime
50%

Positive economic recovery and outlook (compared to other regional and global markets)
28%
Deal sourcing opportunities
Competitive environment (relatively few buyers/competitors)

Mid-market deal
drivers

Overall M&A

30%

52%

Low risk compared to regional markets

47%

Government response to and containment of Covid-19

Mid-market M&A
65%

Political/Regulatory stability

82%

Legal certainty

82%

New/Advanced technology
73%

Valuations/Returns
Favourable tax regime

62%

Positive economic recovery and outlook (compared to other regional and global markets)

57%

Deal sourcing opportunities
Competitive environment (relatively few buyers/competitors)
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2020

65%
5%

Trends and
survey highlights

47%

12%

Deal completion
challenges

HY 2020

42%

82%
33%
58%

Low risk compared to regional markets

Spotlight on
sectors

5%

48%

Government response to and containment of Covid-19
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2021

58%

37%

Confidence in
Australia remains
strong

“Deal sourcing opportunities
in the mid-market segment are
higher in comparison to other
regions in the Asia-Pacific region.
These targets have shown strong
performance, even in the past
few months.”

Figure 4: Are you currently considering an acquisition into the Australian mid-market in the year ahead?
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In part at least, the fourth quarter’s strong showing was due to a number of larger
transactions, with volumes still at more modest levels. Notable examples of large
fourth-quarter deals included Bain Capital’s AU$3.5bn restructuring of Virgin Australia,
the AU$1.7bn demerger of Deterra Royalties in the mining sector, and the AU$1.5bn
takeover of Infigen Energy by Spain’s Iberdrola.

Confidence in
Australia remains
strong

Later than H2 2022

1500

Mid-market deal
drivers

Figure 7: Australian M&A
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10,000

Buyer and seller
alignment

End of H1 2022

23%

Deal completion
challenges

For the half-year, deal values increased 170% in value (AU$68.8bn) and 23% (531 deals)
in volume in H2 compared to H1 (AU$25.4bn, 432 deals).

End of H2 2021

15%

Deal value (AU$m)

As figure 7 shows, the second half of the year did see the beginnings of a recovery.
Deal volumes increased sharply during the third quarter, with deal values bouncing back
especially strongly during the final three months of the year. Indeed, Q4 saw AU$55.7bn
in deals, a large swing in deal value from Q1 (AU$11.5bn) and comparatively better in
value terms than Q4 in 2019 (AU$25.7bn).

End of H1 2021

23%

Spotlight on
sectors

This year’s deal data underlines the scale of the recovery now needed simply for
Australia to get back to where it was prior to the pandemic. In 2020, Australia reported
963 deals, a 20% decline compared to figures for 2019 (1,204 transactions). The decline
was not quite so precipitous in value terms, slipping 4% to AU$94.3bn from AU$97.7bn
in 2019, though this was still a significant decline.

38%

About Pitcher
Partners

Sentiment has improved since the mid-year update to this research was published, with
a larger proportion of respondents now anticipating a more rapid return to higher levels
of M&A. Nevertheless, the consensus view appears to be that it will take some time for
previous levels of buoyancy to return.

Figure 6: When do you expect Australian M&A to be back at pre-COVID-19
levels?

Deal volume

More than a third of respondents (38%) expect Australian M&A to bounce back to its
pre-COVID-19 level by the end of the first half of 2021 – and a further 23% expect the
rebound to have been completed by the end of the year (figure 6). Still, it is important to
note that significant minorities expect the recovery to take longer, with 23% warning that
activity may remain depressed in 2022 and beyond.

Trends and
survey highlights

Australian M&A: The road to recovery

Contents
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Figure 8: Australian M&A by average deal size and median deal value

Figure 9: Australian M&A: deal volumes by deal type

Trends and
survey highlights

That said, the post-financial crisis headline data masks some significant variations.
As figure 9 shows, private equity M&A activity remained relatively stable during the
crisis and thereafter, while mid-market deal volumes and inbound deals declined over
an extended period, albeit with some stronger years. In value terms, private equity has
seen an uptick over the years since 2012, spiking sharply higher over the past two years.
But other areas of the market have been much less consistent; the energy sector,
for example, has seen both values and volumes fall markedly in recent times.

Mid-market deal
drivers

One possible indicator of when deal activity might recover from the pandemic is the
experience of similar market crises in the past. Following the global financial crisis of
2007, it was notable that Australia’s M&A saw two years of sharp declines in deal values
before recording a modest recovery in 2010; it was not until 2015 that the average deal
size exceeded the 2007 figure (figure 8). Deal volumes were also muted in the wake of
the global financial crisis, only rising back above the previous peak in 2011.

Lessons from the past

Confidence in
Australia remains
strong

Australian M&A: The road to recovery (cont)
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Spotlight on
sectors
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Number of deals

Deal Value (AU$m)

$120

Mid-market
deal drivers
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Considering the market overall, many respondents predict
that corporates will engage in restructuring exercises
as they focus on survival and a bounce-back in their
businesses. Almost three-quarters (73%) of respondents
expect divestments of non-core assets to drive M&A
activity. Another 55% say that dealmakers will turn to M&A
given the headwinds impeding organic growth.
Looking forward, PE activity in Australia’s mid-market is
set to be sustained – and to increase – during 2021. Most
respondents (84%) expect PE deals to increase over the
next 12 months, including 37% who expect a significant
increase (figure 11). “PE firms are more stable financially,”
points out one respondent. “They will capitalise on the
increase in distressed debt opportunities.”

Foreign dealmakers into Australia
12%

47%
38%

Divestiture of non-core assets

73%

25%

Low interest rates

22%
Listed companies seeking growth via M&A in light of low organic environment

48%
55%

13%
Distress driven (financially forced/insolvency)
47%

10%
Public-to-private deals
7%
2%
Overall M&A Market

Confidence in
Australia remains
strong

65%

Valuation alignment between sellers and buyers
15%

Mid-market

“PE firms will be looking to take advantage of the lower valuations
and distressed deal opportunities.”
RESPONDENT

Mid-market deal
drivers

22%

Trends and
survey highlights

78%

Pitchbook, December 2020. [https://pitchbook.com/blog/what-is-dry-powder]
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Succession planning

Buyer and seller
alignment

Other important drivers in the mid-market include
agreement on valuations between buyers and sellers –
potentially reflecting the decreased competition for assets
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Amount of capital to be deployed by Private Equity
22%

Deal completion
challenges

With private equity (PE) continuing to sit on record
amounts of dry powder – more than US$1.5 trillion by
some estimates 2 – respondents say the sector will be the
leading driver of M&A in Australia’s mid-market over 2020.
“PE firms will be looking to take advantage of the lower
valuations and distressed deal opportunities,” says one
respondent. Some 78% of respondents point to this driver,
with 65% suggesting that succession planning will also be
an important driver of mid-market dealmaking (figure 10).

Figure 10: What will be the main drivers of M&A activity in 2020?

Spotlight on
sectors

Respondents say private equity will drive
M&A in the mid-market, although offshore
investment may decline as travel restrictions
remain in place and borders stay closed.

Executive
summary

Mid-market deal drivers
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Figure 11: What do you expect will happen to the level of mid-market deal activity for the following types
of deals over the next 12 months?
Overall M&A

8%

Foreign inbound M&A
3%

42%

20%

23%

12%

Outbound M&A
28%

26%

23%

23%

Private equity deals
37%

47%

13%

3%

Distressed M&A
13%

Increase significantly

63%

Increase moderately

Remain the same

Indeed, there is good reason to expect an increase in
distressed M&A activity as the pandemic and the related
economic slowdown continue to take their toll. More than
three-quarters of respondents (76%) predict an increase in
this kind of dealmaking over the next 12 months, particularly
as the Jobkeeper program and insolvency moratoriums
come to an end.

Foreign inbound M&A: Reversing the downtrend?
By contrast, the outlook on foreign investment in Australian
mid-market companies is more uncertain. While 38% of
respondents expect increased foreign investment in 2021,
this is much lower than the 75% who said the same before
the pandemic began. So far this year, inbound M&A across
the whole Australian market has fallen by 2% in value and
32% in volume compared to 2019; inbound mid-market M&A
has registered declines of 33% and 38% respectively.

22%

Decrease moderately

2%

Decrease significantly

The pandemic has added to the caution of many investors.
As figure 11 shows, while 45% of respondents to this
research think there will be an increase in inbound M&A
over the next 12 months, 35% expect it to fall.
“Dealmakers with previous experience of investing in
Australia will want to take advantage of new opportunities
here,” says one respondent. But another warns: “Buyers will
be more cautious about investing overseas.”
Clearly, while market participants have turned to technology
to pursue cross-border M&A activity – conducting virtual
roadshows and online due diligence, for example – the
difficulties of international travel and face-to-face meetings
during the pandemic have hindered international dealmaking.

12

“While our borders are largely
closed to international travellers,
there remains interest from
foreign buyers in Australian
assets. Those with existing
operations are leaning heavily
on their local teams to get deals
done. Such is the appetite for
Australian assets – new entrants
are pushing the limits of video
conferencing and virtual data
rooms to make deals happen.”
PITCHER PARTNERS
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18%
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Domestic M&A
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Spotlight on
sectors

11%
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57%

2%

28%

33%

22%

15%

2%

International
5%
5%

40%

25%

12%

18%

40%

25%

12%

18%

Very positive

Moderately positive

Neutral

Moderately negative

Very negative

Very positive

Moderately positive

Neutral

Moderately negative

Very negative

Figure 13: Do you expect to see increasing
competition for assets in the next 12 months?

Confidence in
Australia remains
strong

International

Figure 14: If you selected “Yes” to the previous
question, from which of the following groups?
(Select all that apply)
Corporate buyers within the same industry

Amongst the minority of respondents who do anticipate
greater competition, the most likely sources are regarded
as corporate buyers within the same industry and domestic
PE investors (figure 14). “Investors with higher risk
thresholds can make some opportunistic buys,” says one
respondent.

47%
25%
Yes

100%
Corporate buyers in different industries (cross-industry)
53%
31%
Australian private equity and other funds
93%
92%
International private equity and other funds

75%
No

73%
39%
2021

13
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22%

Mid-market deal
drivers

“The economic situation will restrict inbound investment,”
predicts one respondent. Another says: “Raising capital for
acquisitions will be tougher.”

33%

Buyer and seller
alignment

With foreign investors fewer in number, respondents say
the competition for assets will not be as fierce over the
next 12 months. Some 75% predict competition will decline,
providing an opportunity for some acquirers to capitalise
(figure 13).

28%

Deal completion
challenges

Declining competition

Domestic

Spotlight on
sectors

Respondents also believe such a shift would help domestic
dealmaking – perhaps because of the lift to confidence and
the boost to economic activity that easier restrictions would
deliver. Some 61% say easing travel restrictions would have
a positive effect on dealmaking.

Figure 12: What impact would lifted international and domestic travel restrictions and opened borders have on
increasing
inbound/cross-border dealmaking into Australia?
Domestic

2020
About Pitcher
Partners

However, there is some prospect for a revision of those
views on the upside. As the COVID-19 pandemic abates,
countries will be able to reopen their borders and ease travel
restrictions. These should have a significant impact on
cross-border M&A: 45% suggest such changes would have a
positive impact on such deals (figure 12).

Buyer and
seller alignment

Contents
12%
No

45%
Yes, greater
than 10%

That brings the debate back to the valuation issue.
“We need to be able to compensate for any loss of returns
because of market instability,” insists one respondent.
“We simply cannot ignore the economic and financial
risks still posed by COVID-19,” says another. Many market
participants clearly intend to take a tough line with sellers.

5%
Yes, up to 5%

One additional complication here is the rising value of
publicly-listed equities, given that Australia’s stock market
– in line with world equity markets – posted strong gains
during the final months of the year. Having hit a low of 15.3
in March 2020, the price to earnings ratio of the average
Australian stock had risen above 40 by the end of the year.
Rising public stock valuations may prompt sellers to once
again seek out higher prices in M&A transactions.
38%
Yes,
between
5% and 10%

Financing
By contrast, while only 25% of respondents anticipated
difficulties with access to finance standing in the way of
dealmaking last year, this figure has now doubled, rising to

15

PITCHER PARTNERS

Confidence in
Australia remains
strong
Mid-market deal
drivers

Figure 15: Regarding pricing expectations and
changes in expected rates of return, would you apply
an additional risk premium to your deals?

In the current market environment, cautious buyers may
not be prepared to pay the prices they might once have
considered. There is also evidence for this view amongst
respondents, with more than nine in 10 warning they
would apply an additional risk premium to deals under
consideration (figure 15). For about a third of respondents,
that premium would be more than 10%.

Buyer and seller
alignment

Half of respondents see this as standing in the way of
dealmaking over the next 12 months. “Targets will not be
ready to compromise on the value of their companies,” says
one respondent.

Many respondents believe sellers are now being more
realistic about the prices they can achieve – or will be
forced to do so – with less competition for assets and a
challenging economic backdrop. The valuation gap has
shrunken accordingly – though it still exists.

“Whilst buyers expect vendors
to temper their valuation
expectations in the current
environment, our experience
begs to differ. Businesses coming
to market presently are likely to
have performed well in the face
of the pandemic. If anything,
vendors coming to market are
expecting a premium for their
business as they have proven
to be near bullet proof. As such
we expect even more robust
discussions on what represents
a fair multiple.”

Deal completion
challenges

Valuations

Strikingly, however, this figure is down sharply from the 70%
who cited the same obstacle in last year’s report.

Spotlight on
sectors

Respondents believe the biggest challenges facing
dealmakers in Australia’s mid-market will be centred on
valuation issues (the gap between sellers’ expectations
on price and what buyers are prepared to pay) and possible
financing and capital constraints (figure 15).

About Pitcher
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Valuations and financing will pose the greatest challenge to dealmakers in the year ahead.
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Buyer and seller alignment

Delays in governmental approvals for foreign investment
28%
43%
Regulatory change
23%
23%

32%
Yes, greater
than 10%

Figure 18: Do you consider that the use of an earn-out
structure is practicable in a COVID-19 environment?
8%
Unsure

Unstable political environment at home
13%
7%
Social and environmental activism or unrest
8%
Oil price volatility
7%
3%

50%
40%
No
52%
Yes

Corruption and reputational risk
2%
5%
2021

2020

*Option not included in 2020 survey.
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Earn-out structures
As buyers contemplate these issues, one possibility is that
they will seek to share risk with sellers, using mechanisms
such as earn-out structures, which tie a portion of the
purchase price to future earnings targets. “This is the
optimal way to share responsibility,” says one respondent.
“The interests of sellers and buyers are aligned, and sellers
will be focused and attentive.”
However, while such mechanisms offer an opportunity to
help bridge the valuation gap, many sellers will feel anxious
about their ability to hit pre-determined earnings targets
given the ongoing volatility and uncertainty of the operating
environment. “In a COVID-19 environment, the threats are
unpredictable,” warns one respondent.
Indeed, as figure 18 shows, 40% of respondents to this
research are concerned that earn-out structures may not be
practical in the context of COVID-19 – though 52% believe
they still have a role to play (figure 18).
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Contents
Difficulties with the due diligence process
(travel restrictions, closed borders, etc)
35%
27%

Worth mentioning, for those borrowers to whom lenders
feel comfortable making advances, the cost of debt is at an
all-time low. With monetary policy so accommodating, more
than half of respondents say they would be prepared to pay
a premium for the right deal: between 5-10% more for 20%
of respondents, and more than 10% extra for 32%
of respondents (figure 17).
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Australia remains
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Uncertainty around economic recovery*
40%

Mid-market deal
drivers

43%
47%

48%
No

Still, one possible source of that capital may be buyers
undertaking internal restructurings. Many respondents
said they intended to use the proceeds of divestments
to meet their financing needs – for ongoing operational
requirements, but also, potentially, for future acquisitions.
“Divesting is a good option for raising growth capital,” says
one respondent. “We will be expanding our operations and
a sale is a better option than other financing sources.”

Buyer and seller
alignment

70%

50%

25%
Volatility on equities markets

20%
Yes, between 5% and 10%

While buyers with financing available may be able to find
M&A opportunities, those that would need to raise capital
to fund an acquisition may struggle to do so.

Deal completion
challenges

Access to capital or financing

50%

50% among respondents. “Access to capital will be limited
while the effects of COVID-19 linger,” says one respondent.

Spotlight on
sectors

Valuation gap between buyer and seller

Figure 17: Conversely, does the current low cost
of debt encourage you to take more risks and thus
does this flow into your willingness to pay additional
consideration?
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Figure 16: What are the top challenges facing
mid-market dealmakers in Australia in the next
12 months?
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Contents
Unchanged
18%
Moderately less difficult
0%
Significantly less difficult
0%

Figure 20: If you completed a deal in Australia
in 2020, did you initiate the deal prior to COVID-19
or once the health crisis had started?

Challenges aside, the majority of respondents have pressed
ahead with transactions, with more than half (58%) saying
the deals they completed this year were actually kicked off
after the pandemic had started (figure 20).
“Our deal was initiated after the crisis began, but we
were confident about our calculations for success and we
followed through on our plans,” reflects one respondent.
In other words, where buyers and sellers believe deals make
strategic sense, they are determined to go ahead with them.

42%
We started
before the
COVID-19
health crisis
had started

58%
We started after
the COVID-19
health crisis
had started
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Moderately more difficult

Buyer and seller
alignment

One of these respondents sums up the collective view
in that, “Completing due diligence is more challenging
because it is difficult to objectively evaluate financial
estimates and future prospects.” Continuing, the
respondent says, “We have set standards to meet and
COVID-19 really interfered with our plans.”

45%

Deal completion
challenges

As figure 16 in the previous section shows, more than a
third of respondents cite the difficulty of conducting due
diligence as one of the top three obstacles to dealmaking in
the current environment. Additionally, more than
three-quarters of respondents (82%) say that the due
diligence process today is more difficult than it was a year
ago (figure 19).

Significantly more difficult

“Virtual meetings and data
rooms will continue to facilitate
cross-border deals. COVID-19
did, however, introduce remote
stocktakes/site tours and also
virtual completions – a process
likely to be retained as it simplifies
the process and reduces costs.
However, there is no substitute
for the rapport that is built via
face-to-face meetings, and crossborder activity relies on borders
re-opening. So, while virtual
data rooms were already largely
exclusive and will remain, in future
we expect dealmaking will be a
hybrid of remote and face-to-face
for other deal areas.”

Spotlight on
sectors

Given travel restrictions and lockdowns in place during
the COVID-19 crisis, the process of managing deals has
naturally been challenging – that applies both to domestic
transactions and, even more so, to cross-border deals.

Figure 19: How much more difficult is it to complete
due diligence in the current environment compared to
12 months ago?
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Travel restrictions and lockdowns have
made it more difficult to conduct due
diligence – but dealmakers are finding
new ways to complete transactions.
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Adapting to new challenges
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The reality is that necessity has prompted innovation.
While issues such as legal process and regulatory
compliance have caused some headaches, both buyers
and sellers have adapted. Virtual roadshows have taken
the place of physical meetings. Electronic data rooms have
enabled diligence processes. Regulators have applied the
rules flexibly to ensure that digital solutions have not been
stopped in their tracks.

Confidence in
Australia remains
strong

Many of these changes will endure, providing buyers
and sellers with some reassurance that dealmaking can
continue, even if the pandemic and its impacts lasts longer
than expected.
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“We used the services of external expertise and legal firms to
contemplate the effectiveness of our strategies and provide new
insights. We wanted an outside perspective regarding the financial
stability of the target.”

Deal completion
challenges

Buyer and seller
alignment

Mid-market deal
drivers

Respondents also point to the crucial role of external
advisors, both in helping them find inventive ways to move
forward with deal processes and in reassuring them that
proposed deals are commercially rational.
“We used the services of external expertise and legal firms
to contemplate the effectiveness of our strategies and
provide new insights,” says one respondent. “We wanted
an outside perspective regarding the financial stability of
the target.”

Spotlight
on sectors
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“Remote working has underlined the point that technology
solutions are vital,” says one respondent. Another adds:
“Intellectual property-led acquisitions will drive M&A
activity because of the value add they offer the buyer.”

Consumer
Consumer businesses, meanwhile, have benefitted from
the country’s strong economic performance in recent years,
though the COVID-19 pandemic’s impacts will change the
profile of M&A in this sector over the months ahead. For
instance, businesses in areas that have grown strongly
during the pandemic – particularly in e-commerce – make
robust and resilient targets for acquirers. On the other
hand, businesses forced to close or restrict their activities,
such as bricks and mortars retailers, may be forced into
distressed sales.

While the EMU sector accounted for 29% of mid-market
M&A in 2020 (57 deals), only 2% of respondents expect
increased activity going forward. This is a significant drop in
expectations from the 33% who tipped the industry last year.
Price volatility in many commodity markets has certainly
not been conducive to M&A this year, though metals prices
in particular have bounced back sharply since a sell-off in
the second quarter of the year. One other issue facing the
sector is the pressure to shift from carbon-intensive energy
production to renewables – while the latter may offer
opportunities, the investment required is substantial and
the returns are long-term in nature.

Shifting interest: Leisure and agriculture
Agriculture and leisure stand out as examples of sectors
where interest has waned. In the leisure sector, the likely
explanation for this shift is that the industry has been hit
hard by COVID-19 this year – and may continue to suffer if
further lockdowns and restrictions prove necessary. While
some distressed sales may be of interest to investors, the
outlook for leisure businesses remains uncertain.
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Energy, mining and utilities
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alignment

As in past years, the TMT space leads both respondent
sentiments and yearly totals for mid-market M&A. Indeed,
Australia’s growing reputation internationally as a hub for
start-ups and maturing tech firms is one driver of such
expectations. It is also clear that growing numbers of
companies are recognising the need to embrace digital
transformation, particularly in the wake of the pandemic;
accessing new technologies and intellectual property
through M&A is one strategy for achieving this goal.

Similarly, Australian biotechs and pharma businesses have
a strong track record in drug development and innovation.
The sector’s role in combatting the pandemic has only
added to its attractiveness. “The sector has been critical in
controlling the spread of COVID-19,” says one respondent.
“Drug development and testing have been accelerated,
and this has increased the number of companies looking for
joint ventures and long-term mergers.”

Deal completion
challenges

TMT

Pharma, medical and biotech

Spotlight on
sectors

Respondents’ views on which sectors will be hotspots for
mid-market M&A in Australia are similar to those in previous
years (figure 21). Historical trends also show where deal
execution has led to shifts in investor interest (figure 22).

“Technology took out the gong
for the most active sector
in 2020, with dealmakers
anticipating it will retain top
spot in 2021. In prior editions
of this report, our research has
pointed to TMT being the most
active sector, but until now it
hasn’t made it. Perhaps as a
result of deals being classified
in other industries, an anomaly
with a sector that crosses over
most other areas, or a lack of
maturity within the sector to
date. Regardless, TMT is likely to
remain active for years to come.”
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Technology remains the most promising sector for mid-market dealmakers, but sentiment
towards other sectors has shifted over the past 12 months.
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Business services

45%

Industrials and chemicals

28%

58%

18%

80%

10%

Real estate
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75%
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Transportation
3%

33%

Energy, mining and utilities
2%
Construction
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33%
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43%
35%
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Leisure

88%

52%
55%

Financial services

Agriculture
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“We are continuing to see
strong activity in online related
businesses within the broader
TMT sector, which is supported
by both the deal data and survey
respondents. Whether these be
cloud storage, security, services,
or indeed consumer related
online businesses, expectations
on future growth are fuelling
upward price pressure particularly
from the option of running a dual
track process with listing being a
real option.”
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Technology, media and telecommunications
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Figure 21: Which of the following sectors will see increases in mid-market M&A in the next 12 months?
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Figure 22: Mid-market M&A by sector
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Figure 22: Mid-market M&A by sector
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For this publication, Pitcher Partners commissioned
Mergermarket to canvass the opinions of 60 M&A
dealmakers in Australia. 60% of the respondents were
from Australian corporations, 30% were from foreign
corporations with operations in Australia, 5% were from
Australian private equity firms, and 5% were from foreign
private equity firms.
All dollar figures, unless otherwise stated, are in Australian
dollars (AUD). Data used in this report was compiled on 4
January 2021 using Dealogic data and additional sources
noted within this report.
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Percentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding. Unless
otherwise stated, all date references refer to calendar year
and not financial year.

6 independent member firms

Our commercial services to businesses
Financial essentials

Planning and growth

Industry specialisations

Accounting and Business Advisory Services

Business Consulting and Commercial Advice

Agriculture

Audit, Risk Management and Assurance

Business Performance Improvement

Food and beverage

Internal Audit

Business Structuring

Government and the public sector

Recovery, Turnarounds and Insolvency

Corporate Finance

Health and aged care

Tax advice and Compliance

Corporate Governance

Hospitality

International Business Advisory

Manufacturing

Estate Planning

Investment Advisory Services

Not-for-profit

Family Office Management

Succession Planning

Professional services

Investment Advisory Services

Superannuation Services

Property and construction

Philanthropy Services

Tax Advisory

Retail

Succession Planning

Technology and IT Consulting

Superannuation Strategies

Valuations

Private wealth services

Tax Advice and Compliance
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Each Pitcher Partners firm is also an independent member of Baker Tilly International, one of the world’s leading networks of
independently owned and managed accountancy and business advisory firms. Our strong relationship with other Baker Tilly International
member firms has allowed us to open many doors across borders for our clients.
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1,300+ people

We specialise in working with middle market businesses in Australia, including privately owned, foreign controlled, listed, government owned
and not-for-profits. Our clients require high technical standards, matched with a personal understanding and involvement in their affairs.

Mid-market deal
drivers

Pitcher Partners is an association of accounting and business advisory firms located in Adelaide, Brisbane, Melbourne, Newcastle,
Perth and Sydney. We have a strong reputation for providing personal service and quality commercial advice to our clients across
a broad range of industries.

Buyer and seller
alignment

120+ partners

Deal completion
challenges

Pitcher Partners has the resources and depth of expertise of a major firm, but with a boutique firm feel.
We give our clients the highest level of personal service and attention. That’s the difference.
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Asia Pacific
firms

Middle East and
African firms

Pitcher Partners is an independent member of Baker
Tilly International. Pitcher Partners’ strong relationship
with other Baker Tilly International member firms,
particularly in Asia Pacific, provides clients with access
to international networks, opportunities and expertise to
expand globally.

Global statistics

36,700+ experienced professionals

6

Australian
firms
27

$4.04bn Worldwide revenue 2020 (USD)
Pitcher Partners is a member of the global network of Baker Tilly International
Limited,the members of which are separate and independent legal entities.
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Pitcher Partners

European
firms
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alignment

North American
firms

41

Sharing knowledge and resources, our business
approach brings together the power of the global
network to deliver exceptional results to clients globally.

Deal completion
challenges

10

Experts across a wide range of industry and business
sectors, each Baker Tilly International member firm
combines high quality services and in-depth local
knowledge.

Spotlight on
sectors

Every day, 36,700+ people working out of 740 offices, in 123 member firms across 148 territories share experiences
and expertise to help privately held businesses and public interest entities meet challenges and proactively respond to
opportunities. International capability and global consistency of service are central to the way we work.

Baker Tilly International
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Baker Tilly International is one of the world’s leading networks of independently owned
and managed accountancy and business advisory firms united by a commitment to provide
exceptional client service.
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Our global reach

Making business personal
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Partner Sydney
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Pitcher Partners is an independent member of Baker Tilly International. Baker Tilly International Limited
is an English company. Baker Tilly International provides no professional services to clients. Each member
firm is a separate and independent legal entity, and each describes itself as such. Pitcher Partners is not
Baker Tilly International’s agent and does not have the authority to bind Baker Tilly International or act on
Baker Tilly’s behalf. None of Baker Tilly International, Pitcher Partners, nor any of the other member firms
of Baker Tilly International have any liability for each other’s acts or omissions. The name Baker Tilly and
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